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Design & Conservation Guide No.16  
  
Ironwork: Gates and Railings 
 
 

 
 
 
There is a rich heritage of historic ironwork in Islington, which adds much to the 
character of the area as well as to the individual buildings. Many railings were 
removed in the Second World War, in the mistaken belief that they could be used for 
munitions. More have been lost since then due to neglect, inadequate repairs or 
modernisation. Where original ironwork remains it should be prized and preserved. 
Where it has been lost, reinstatement and repair will enhance a building. 
 
History 
 
Before the mid-18th century, most architectural ironwork was wrought iron. This is a 
very pure form of iron made in a forge by heating, rolling and hammering iron ingots 
to remove impurities and produce a workable metal that is strong under tension and 
resistant to fatigue. With its fibrous structure, it is easily worked by a blacksmith. Its 
malleability makes it well suited to decorative ornamental work. Wrought ironwork 
was made by assembling bars together in a framework using carpenters’ joints: 
mortice and tenon, halving and pinning. Leaves, scrolls and other decorative 
elements were applied to this framework by head welding, before painting and 
gilding. In general, the skilled labour involved in the production of wrought iron made 
it an expensive material.  
 
Between 1800 and 1850 cast iron largely replaced wrought iron. Cast iron is made by 
melting ore in a foundry, skimming off the impurities that rise to the top, and pouring 
the molten metal into a mould of pressed sand or heat treated steel. Once the iron 
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has cooled and solidified, the mould is broken open and the fresh casting released. 
Cast is less pure and more brittle than wrought iron; it cannot be worked by hand and 
will break rather than bend on impact. It is, however, much cheaper than wrought 
iron.  
 
The most expensive part of the cast iron process is making the original pattern from 
which the mould is taken. This must be made to take account of the contraction of 
the metal as it cools. Once the mould has been made an almost infinite number of 
identical elements can be produced cheaply. More often than not, an architect or 
building could select a design from a pattern book such as Cottingham’s ‘The Smith 
and Founders’ Director’, published in 1824. 
 
The building of estates created a demand for iron railings in unprecedented 
quantities. At first it was common to mix wrought and cast iron, by brazing finials of 
cast iron onto wrought standards, which continued to the middle of the 19th century 
when it became usual to make every part of the railing from cast iron. 
 
Many of the classically inspired motifs used in 18th century wrought ironwork could be 
adapted for cast iron finials, anthemions, spikes, arrow and spear heads, in various 
proportions and degrees of elaboration continued throughout the 19th century. Urn or 
acorn finials were used for emphasis where railings ended or turned corners.  
 
In 1856, Henry Bessemer, produced a wrought iron substitute which came to be 
known as mild steel. Although this was widely produced by the 1880s it did not 
supplant the use of cast iron until much later. The structural elements of the railings 
were often thinner and the appearance more spindly. Cast iron is still available and 
should be used in reinstatement rather than mild steel. 
 
Although nowadays ironwork is normally painted black, this was not the case 
historically. In the 18th century railings were often a paint cream or stone colour and 
latter in the century they were painted green to imitate bronze.  The Victorians mostly 
painted railings green but dark blue, red and chocolate brown ironwork was also 
popular.  Railings were painted black in the early post-war period following the 
development of a fast-drying and easily available black paint developed. 
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Maintenance 
 
Many potential problems can be avoided by regular inspection and maintenance. 
Ironwork should be inspected for signs of rust and be cleaned or repainted as soon 
as any deterioration of the paintwork becomes evident. Water, trapped by leaves, 
etc. should be kept clear of ironwork. Loose fixings should be repaired as soon as 
possible. Gates should not be allowed to sag on their hinges or scrape over the 
ground as they open. 
 
Repair 
 
Repair of historic ironwork is always preferable to replacement. The authentic 
irregularity of early 18th century wrought ironwork and the chunkiness of early cast 
iron cannot be easily or cheaply simulated by modern substitutes. 
 
Before embarking on a repair programme it is sensible to carry out some research so 
that you can make informed decisions. First, survey and record the iron that needs 
attention. Take photographs of the elements that require work, which will aid 
accurate reinstatement if any parts need to be dismantled or taken off for repair. 
Investigate and record any old paint layers before cleaning; once stripped, that 
precious record of earlier colours has gone forever. 
 
A good principle is to do the minimum necessary to maintain the ironwork in good 
order, and retain as much of the original material as possible. 
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Rust can cause iron to expand to more than ten times the volume of the original 
material, so there may be enough sound iron remaining in apparently badly rusted 
areas to make replacement unnecessary. Some areas are particularly vulnerable: 
upward facing angles, crevices and grooves in ornamental elements, and horizontal 
members all shed water slowly and become vulnerable to rusting. As the rust 
expands it pushes elements apart and may even crack apart the stone plinths in 
which the railings are set. 
 
Whilst welding of wrought iron by a skilled person is possible, it is not recommended 
for cast iron as this can damage the ironwork causing it to distort. Fractures in cast 
iron can be repaired using discreet straps or plates or else dowelled or pinned with 
one or both ends threaded or glued into prepared recesses, known as cold metal 
stitching. 
 
It is also possible to fill an element that has been eaten away by rust or damaged 
using a steel based epoxy resin binder – epoxy resin on its own is not acceptable as 
its differential expansion is not compatible to use with iron.  
 
Missing elements can easily be replaced; many standard designs are still in 
production, or else a new casting can be made based on an existing element. 
Castings should be in a matching material. Replacements in cast aluminium, for 
instance, are not historically accurate and may not be compatible to the original 
material. Bear in mind that the metal contracts in cooling when determining the sizes 
of cast moulds. It is advisable to consult a specialist with regard to the design and 
supply of ironwork replacement parts.  

 
Cleaning and Painting 
 
Ironwork is painted primarily for protection against corrosion and secondly for 
decorative effect.  
 
There is no need to strip existing layers of sound paint – which, after all, may contain 
interesting information about previous colour schemes. Bare metal needs rapid 
attention. Before repainting it is important to prepare all surfaces adequately. All rust, 
grease, loose and flaking paint should be removed prior to priming, by mechanical 
scraping down, an air pressure abrasive (wet or dry) or flame cleaning. Flame 
cleaning should be carried out with caution as the heat can damage the iron. Care 
should be used with abrasive air pressure methods as the dust can be injurious to 
health and the abrasive can damage the surface of the metal, especially wrought 
iron.  
 
A rust inhibiting primer should be thoroughly applied to all exposed metal surfaces. 
Red lead is the best and traditional primer, but due issues with toxicity, zinc 
phosphate primer is probably the most suitable choice. It is very difficult to completely 
cover all metal in one coat; a second coat of primer is recommended. 
 
The choice of paint is important, as its binding quality should be sufficient to prevent 
flaking. Paint should be applied in dry conditions and all surfaces allowed to dry 
thoroughly before applying further coats. Ensure that the paint used is compatible 
with any existing paint type. It is best to apply the paint by brush as this gives the 
best covering, particularly to crevices, etc. 
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Colour 
 
Whatever the debates or authenticity of colour, the Council considers that in uniform 
terraces with continuous runs of railings, the railings should be painted the same 
colour. If the predominant colour is black then a different colour should only be 
considered if a comprehensive repainting scheme is possible. 
 
Gilding of finials and scrolls, etc. was always kept for the grandest buildings as is not 
recommended for the majority of locations as it gives an over fussy and ostentatious 
appearance. 
 

 
 
Replacement 
 
Ironwork should be accurately reinstated wherever it has been removed or when 
damaged beyond repair. It is worth considering carefully the design of the 
replacement ironwork by examining nearby railings and also by investigating old 
photographs (the Islington Local History Centre and London Metropolitan Archives 
have historic photographs of most streets in Islington) and records to see what 
design may have been there. The following points should be considered: 
 
Proportion 
 
Heights, dimensions and sections of metal and details should be based on evidence 
from the site itself. Marks and remnants may indicate the bar spacing, position and 
sizes of earlier ironwork as well as evidence as to gate sizes, widths and swing. Bear 
in mind that old ironwork can appear thicker due to progressive layers of paint and 
this should be considered when proposing new dimensions. 
 
Construction 
 
Usually the vertical bars should be individually set into the kerb or coping. The kerb 
should be made of natural stone with a cambered top, rather than concrete, the bars 
being firmly lead-wedged and caulked into lead sockets. The lead filling should be set 
about 20mm below the surface, then pointed with a stone dust mix. 
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Spacing 
 
The spacing of the vertical bars is critical. Spacing too widely gives a spindly 
appearance and too closely does not allow for ornate spearheads and can give a 
cramped appearance. In general, spacing depends on the dimensions of the bars. 
For a normal 25mm square bar, the spacing would be about 140mm between 
centres, with standards at regular intervals of about 3 metres apart. 
 
Top rail 
 
The horizontal bar with finials is usually flat, but typically has a slightly cambered 
surface on handrails without finials. 
 
Sections 
 
Vertical bars of wrought iron usually have a square section, cast iron can be either 
round (sometimes fluted) or square in section. Corner and intermediate standards, 
usually with back stays, may need to be of wider section than the vertical bars, and 
their heads are often more robustly ornamented with urns, pineapples, acorns, pine 
cones, or necked ball finials. 
 
Heads 
 
Elaborate cast iron spear, foliate or other ornamental heads may have been made 
separately and permanently fixed to the verticals. Sometimes the head would fit 
directly onto the top rail, with the vertical bar within it, but usually a small section of 
the bar would be visible above the top rail giving a small neck to the head. Islington 
displays a wonderful range of decorative heads. 
 

 
 
 
Gates 
 
Where gates are required to give access to basement area steps they should be 
formed by hinging a section of the railings, keeping the same dimension and regular 
spacing of the railings proper so that the gate reads as part of the railing when shut. 
Gates should be pivoted on the ground at the bottom and held at the top (see 
diagrams on following page). 
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An example of appropriately detailed railings 
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Period examples 
 
Properties on Colebrooke Row retain their original railings, with simple spearhead 
finials, which date to the 1760s (photograph below).  
 

 
 
 
Properties on Charlton Place retain their original railings, with simple spearhead 
finials, which date to the 1790s  (photograph below). 
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Properties on College Cross retain their original railings, with fleur-de-lys finials, 
which date to the 1830s  (photograph below). 
 

 
 
 
Properties on Thornhill Square retain their original railings, with Gothic style finials, 
which date to the 1830s (photograph below). 
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Properties on Wilton Square retain their original railings, with Italianate style 
spearhead finials, which date to the 1850s (photograph below). 
 

 
 
Recently reinstated railings to Baalbec Road accurately replicate the lost originals to 
these Aesthetic Movement / Arts and Crafts style houses which date from 1880s 
(photograph below). 
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Listed Building Consent and / or Planning Permission  
 
If you are unsure whether permission is required for your proposed works please 
contact the Duty Planner Service on 0207 527 6743 (Monday-Friday 9am-1pm) or 
email planning@islington.gov.uk for informal advice. 
 
Further useful information is available from Islington Planning and Development 
Management Service’s webpage:  www.islington.gov.uk/services/planning 
 
Pre-application advice  
 
If you require more detailed advice you can apply for paid informal advice: 
 
http://www.islington.gov.uk/services/planning/planninginisl/plan_before/pre_app_advi
ce/Pages/default.aspx 
 
 
Building Regulations approval 
 
If you are unsure whether building regulations approval is required for your proposed 
works please contact Building Control on 0207 527 5999 or email 
building.control@islington.gov.uk 
 
 
Other Useful Contacts and Further Reading 
 
 
English Heritage 
Website: www.english-heritage.org.uk  
 
Department for Culture, Media and Sport 
Website: www.culture.gov.uk  
 
The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings 
Website: www.spab.org.uk  
 
The Georgian Group 
Website: www.georgiangroup.org.uk  
 
The Victorian Society 
Website: www.victoriansociety.org.uk  
 
Twentieth Century Society 
Website: www.c20society.org.uk  
 
Building Conservation Directory 
www.buildingconservation.com 
	  
Metals, Practical Building Conservation 
English Heritage (2012)  
 
Ironwork  
Marian Campbell (1985) 
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The Smith and Founders’ Director 
C. N. Cottingham (1823) 
 
Cast Iron 
Jacqueline Fearn (1990) 
 
Metal and Ironwork, Georgian Group Guide No. 8 
Starkie Gardner (2005) 
 
English Decorative Ironwork from Contemporary Source Books. 1610-1836 
John Harris (1960) 
 
Care for Victorian Houses, Leaflet No. 6: Cast Iron 
Victorian Society 
	  
 
 
Researching your property 
 
Islington’s Local History Centre holds the Council’s archives which include a large 
collection of historic photographs of Islington’s buildings: 
 
www.islington.gov.uk/islington/history-heritage/heritage_lhc 
 
The London Metropolitan Archives may also be a useful source of information: 
 
www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/lma 
 
Part of London Metropolitan Archives’ collection of historic photographs of Islington’s 
buildings are available online: 
 
http://collage.cityoflondon.gov.uk/collage/app?service=page/Search 
 
English Heritage holds the National Monuments Record which is located in Swindon: 
 
www.english-heritage.org.uk 
 
Conservation Architects and Surveyors  
 
Employing a conservation architect or surveyor experienced in working with historic 
buildings is recommended wherever appropriate.   
 
The online RIBA Conservation Register enables those looking to commission work 
on historic buildings to find architects with the specific skills and experience that they 
require, encompassing all aspects of historic building conservation, repair and 
maintenance: 
 
http://www.architecture.com/UseAnArchitect/ConservationRegister/ConservationRegi
ster.aspx 

The online Register of Architects Accredited in Building Conservation serves the 
same purpose. 

http://www.aabc-register.co.uk/ 


